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Sterile squirrel could 
restore biodiversity
The grey squirrel, native to North 
America, is in danger of wiping out 
the red squirrel in the UK. This 
invasive species is currently being 
tackled by means of hunting, poi-
son and traps – to no avail. But the 
grey squirrel could successfully be 
beaten back using a gene drive.

This claim is made by PhD student 
Nicky Faber in Scientific Reports. 
In a gene drive a wildlife manager 
releases grey squirrels into the wild 
that have been genetically modi-
fied to produce infertile offspring. 
‘Grey squirrels are more aggressive 
than red squirrels, they survive the 
winter better and they carry a virus 

that is 
fatal 
to red 
squir-
rels,’ 
says 
Faber. 
A suc-
cessful 
gene 
drive, 

in which you might release several 
hundred genetically modified squir-
rels into the wild, entails two impor-
tant steps. Extra DNA is introduced 

into the squirrels’ female repro-
ductive gene, which switches it off. 
According to classic genetics, the 
offspring then have a 50 per cent 
chance of inheriting this blocked 
gene. So a second adjustment –
CRISPR-Cas scissors – ensures 
that the blocking gene gets into 
both copies of the chromosome, so 
that 100 per cent of the offspring 
get the blocked gene. 

Inhumane 
Is it safe and ethical to introduce 
this kind of gene drive? In the inte-
rests of safety, Faber built a brake 
on the gene drive into her model. 
That makes it possible to switch off 
the CRISPR-Cas scissors so that 
the blocking gene regains a 50 per 
cent chance of being passed on. 
‘Anyway,’ says Faber, ‘pest con-
trol methods in current use, with 
poison and traps, are inhuman and 
cause a painful death. If you use 
the gene drive, the animals beco-
me sterile so that we get the invasi-
ve species under control effectively 
and maintain biodiversity. Of cour-
se, we must test whether this really 
can be done in real life.’ as

Large horticultural farms often earn more 
than small ones, not because their costs 
per kilo of produce are lower, as is often 
assumed, but because they get higher 
sales prices. This finding comes from 
PhD research by Evert Los.

Los analysed the economic and business 
data of around 250 Dutch vegetable 
farmers with a loan from the Rabobank. 
He looked at farmers who grew cucum-
bers, tomatoes and peppers. ‘There are 
big differences between farms,’ says Los. 
‘But large farms generally have a strong-
er position in the market. They can’t 
negotiate higher prices with supermar-
kets but they can offer year-round sup-
plies, which gets them a better price.’
But larger farms don’t always do better 
than small ones, says Los. Some large 
farms have high capital costs, for  
example because they have taken  
out loans with high interest rates and 
spend a lot on labour. Small farms can  
do well too depending on the type of 
vegetables grown.

Tomatoes
Cucumber growers usually have relative-
ly small farms of three to four hectares. 
That is because cucumber plants grow 
fast, which makes them difficult to man-
age and also requires a lot of labour at 
peak times. Vine tomatoes, however, are 
easier to grow and cultivation is more 
industrialized, so tomato farms tend to 
be over 10 hectares. While cucumbers 
and peppers are essentially standardized 
products, there is more variation in the 
cultivars and flavour of tomatoes. That 
product variation is reflected in a greater 
variation in sales prices for tomato grow-
ers, says Los. as

Large horticultural 
farms have 
stronger position
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‘Current pest 
control methods 
with poison 
and traps are 
inhumane and 
cause a painful 
death’


